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Theory of Power: Reaction Force
According to Newton’s Law, every force has an equal 
and opposite force. When an automobile crashes into a 
wall with the force of 2,000 pounds, the wall will return 
a force of 2,000 pounds; or forcing the end of a seesaw 
down with a ton of weight will provide an upward force 
of the same weight; if your opponent is rushing towards 
you at a high speed, by the slightest blow at his head, 
the force with which you strike his head would be that 
of his own onslaught plus that of your blow.

The two forces combined; his, which is large, and 
yours, which is small, are quite impressive. This, then, 
is the reaction force from the opponent. Another re-
action force is your own. A punch with the right fist is 
aided by pulling back the left fist to the hip.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 2, Pages 15-19

Memorization Series
Over the last several weeks we have been practicing 
our memorization series, including initial moves, series 
hand techniques, sparring series, and one-step spar-
ring. We do not practice these in the beginner class, 
but they are required in the advanced/adult class, so 
it is a good idea for beginners to be familiar with them.

These series help develop numerous martial arts abil-
ities. With practice, you will learn to identify openings 
in your opponent’s defenses, accurately judge distance 
and timing, set up combination techniques, utilize your 
left and right arms and legs, and transition from Tae-
Kwon-Do to Ju Jitsu and back again.

Be sure to practice these at home, and then bring your 
questions back to class in order to get the most out of 
your training. This counts on your practice log regard-
less of whether or not it is a testing requirement for your 
age and rank.

Remember, instructions, pictures, and videos demon-
strating these memorization series are available for 
free on our official website! Don’t wait - look them up 
today at: www.sdytaekwondo.com

Forefist:

The forefist is generally 
used for attacking the phil-
trum, ribs, solar plexus, 
chest, abdomen, jaw, etc.

The main knuckles of the 
forefinger and middle finger are the striking tools. The 
top and the front of the fist should form a right angle so 
the striking tools can properly connect with the target. 

The wrist should not be bent when the fist is clenched. 
The forefist is occasionally used for a pressing block.

Striking Tools of the Hand
The hand creates so many types of tools that special 
care should be paid to the selection of the appropriate 
tool for the appropriate target. Listed here are some of 
the more common striking tools of the hand.

Additional striking tools can be found in the extend-
ed online edition of this newsletter, available for free 
on our official website (www.sdytaekwondo.com)! For 
more information, see: 

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 2, Pages 53-75

Knife-Hand:

This is a very powerful attack-
ing tool, especially against 
a side target, and is used for 
attacking the skull, carotid ar-
tery, bridge of the nose, tem-
ple, philtrum, clavicle, shoul-
der, and floating ribs.

To make a proper knife-hand, press your four fingers 
together, bending the middle and ring fingers slightly 
inward, leaving some space between the forefinger 
and thumb so that most of the strength is concentrated 
on the striking tool - the surface from the wrist to the 
main knuckle of the little finger.
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Quiz Rules:
 
      • Beginner: Below Green Stripe  |  Intermediate: Green Stripe - Blue Belt  |  Advanced: Above Blue Belt
 You must answer all questions up to your rank level.
      • Correct answers must be submitted to Mr. Rossiaky BEFORE the next newsletter is distributed to    
 qualify for Student of the Year points. Quizzes are optional but strongly recommended.
      • Answers can come from class, the SDY Student Handbook, or the Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do,    
 available for free online at: www.bluecottagetkd.com/
      • The previous issue’s answers are always posted in the extended online edition of this newsletter,    
 available for free on our official website: www.sdytaekwondo.com                         

QUICK QUIZ
                      On what moves should you ki-hop during fundamental exercises and patterns?Beginner: 

                            What does kazushi mean?Intermediate: 

                       Briefly explain what mushin means and how it applies to your training.Advanced:

Take A Stance!
L-Stance

E-mail us at: Newsletter@sdytaekwondo.com
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Length: 1.5 shoulder widths
Width: 1 fist
Weight: 70% back, 30% front
Toes: Turned in 15º
Facing: Half

Bend the rear leg until the knee cap forms a vertical 
line with the toes, bending the front leg proportional-
ly, keeping the hip aligned with the inner knee joint.

When the right leg holds the majority of the weight it 
is called a right L-stance and vice-versa. It is always 
half facing, both in attack and defense.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 2, Pages 141-145
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Striking Tools of the Hand: Cont’d
The hand creates so many types of tools that special 
care should be paid to the selection of the appropriate 
tool for the appropriate target. Listed here are some of 
the more common striking tools of the hand. For more 
information, see: 

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 2, Pages 53-75

Back Fist:

This is primarily used for 
attacking the skill, fore-
head, temple, philtrum, and 
abdomen, with the floating 
ribs and epigastrium as 
secondary targets.

The main knuckles of the 
forefinger and middle finger are the striking tools.

Side Fist:

This is used for attacking 
the skull, elbow joint, ribs, 
solar plexus, philtrum, and 
abdomen. It is occasionally 
used for blocking.

Reverse Knife-Hand:

This is similar to the knife-
hand except that the thumb is 
bent sharply toward the palm. 
It is used for attacking the 
neck, point of the chin, temple, 
philtrum, ribs, and angle of the 
mandible. It is frequently used 
for blocking as well.

Arc-Hand

Bend three fingers slightly 
deeper than the forefinger 
while the thumb is bent to-
ward the little finger. It is 
used to attack the Adam’s 
apple, point of the chin, and 
upper neck.

The surface between the secondary knuckle of the 
forefinger and thumb is used. The arc-hand is occa-
sionally employed for blocking.

Do not clench your fingers. This is not practical be-
cause the forefinger is not supported by the other fin-
gers which also become obstacles when attacking the 
upper neck.

Straight Fingertip:

This is a special striking 
tool rarely found outside of 
TaeKwon-Do. The usage 
of it varies according to the 
target. The form of the hand 
is just the same as that of a 
knife-hand. The fingertips are the striking tool, and a 
great emphasis is placed on evenly aligning the three 
fingertips - forefinger, middle finger, and ring finger.

When using a straight fingertip, the palm faces inward 
at the moment of impact. It is used for thrusting to ei-
ther the solar plexus or the abdomen.

Flat Fingertip:

Similar to a straight fin-
gertip, but the palm faces 
downward at the moment 
of impact. It is chiefly used 
for attacking the ribs, eyes, 
and occasionally the abdo-
men.



QUICK QUIZ ANSWERS
answers to quick quiz from volume 4 | issue 2

                      What is the striking tool of a turning kick?

 The turning kick is usually performed with the ball of the foot, instep, or knee; however, the toes can be 
used as well if wearing shoes.

 Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
 Volume 4, Pages 58-64

Beginner: 

                            List and define the five tenets of TaeKwon-Do.

 Courtesy: Respect others and yourself.
 Integrity: Be honest, and know the difference between right and wrong.
 Perseverance: Set your goals high and achieve them.
 Self-Control: Control your actions and emotions.
 Indomitable Spirit: Do what is right without hesitation, no matter the odds.

 Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
 Volume 1, Pages 14-17

Intermediate: 

                       Explain concentration of force as a theory of power.

 First, concentrate every muscle of the body, particularly the bigger muscles around the hip and abdo-
men, towards the appropriate tool to be used at the proper time. Second, concentrate your striking tool onto the 
opponent’s vital areas.

 Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
 Volume 2, Pages 20-23

Advanced:

Quiz Rules:
 
      • Beginner: Below Green Stripe  |  Intermediate: Green Stripe - Blue Belt  |  Advanced: Above Blue Belt
 You must answer all questions up to your rank level.
      • Correct answers must be submitted to Mr. Rossiaky BEFORE the next newsletter is distributed to    
 qualify for Student of the Year points. Quizzes are optional but strongly recommended.
      • Answers can come from class, the SDY Student Handbook, or the Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do,    
 available for free online at: www.bluecottagetkd.com/
      • The previous issue’s answers are always posted in the extended online edition of this newsletter,    
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